
Percent of ears with hearing preservation, using the Skarzynski 2013 
formula*, at 4 post-operative intervals:

Initial 
Stimulation 6 Months 9 Months 12 Months

n % n % n % n %

Complete
(> 75%)

2 6.3 2 18.2 3 15.0 0 0

Partial 
(25-75%) 15 46.9 5 45.5 8 40.0 5 38.5

Minimal 
(<25%) 10 31.3 3 27.3 6 30.0 7 53.8

No Hearing 5 15.6 1 9.1 3 15.0 1 7.7

Total 32 11 20 13

• Hearing preservation rates using the Skarzynski formula (complete 
or partial hearing preservation):

 − 53% (17/32) at initial stimulation
 − 55% (11/20) at 6 months post activation
 − 38% (5/13) at 12 months post activation

• No correlation between surgical approach and postoperative 
audiometric thresholds (26 ears via round window, 4 via extended 
round window, 2 via cochleostomy).

• Expected speech perception improvement over time both with 
implant alone and bimodally.

CONCLUSIONS
• For the full population, hearing was partially preserved in more than 

half of the patients at 6 months after initial stimulation and less than 
half at 12 months, depending upon the method for classifying 
hearing preservation and the number of patients contributing data 
at each interval.  

• For a subgroup of patients with greater preoperative hearing at 250 
Hz, hearing was preserved in more than half at 6 months and in 
three quarters at 12 months.

• Hearing preservation was not correlated with surgical approach in 
this population.  Note that surgical techniques aimed at preserving 
hearing were not used in all cases.  

• Speech perception benefit over time with the implant alone was 
consistent with the benefit expected from cochlear implant recipients 
using contemporary technology.  Adding a hearing aid to the 
contralateral ear improved speech perception in these patients.

Advanced Bionics introduced the HiFocus™ Mid-Scala electrode (HFMS) in February 2013. Developed through extensive research, the HFMS is 
designed for mid-scalar placement to protect delicate cochlear structures, and to offer surgical flexibility and ease of use.

KEY TAKE AWAY POINTS  
• HiFocus Mid-Scala (HFMS) electrode hearing preservation rates and degrees are consistent with other “hearing preservation” electrodes.
• The HFMS electrode lends itself to all standard-of -care insertion techniques (surgeons can adapt procedure depending upon anatomical variations 

encountered during surgery). 

RESEARCH SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES
To evaluate hearing preservation outcomes in adults implanted with 
the HFMS electrode.

METHODS

• Retrospective study of 47 adults (50 ears) implanted with the 
HFMS electrode between May 2013 and July 2015 (included 
patients who were not true hearing preservation candidates and 
patients who did not undergo generally accepted hearing 
preservation surgical techniques).  

• Analyzed age, sex, surgical approach, residual hearing changes 
after implantation, hearing preservation rates using various 
published classifications, and speech perception scores for 39 of 
50 ears that had pre-operative low-frequency hearing, defined as 
an audiometric threshold ≤ 85 dB HL at 250 Hz.  Note that 
different numbers of patients contributed data at each 
postoperative test interval.

• Criterion chosen because hearing at levels better than 85 dB HL 
theoretically could provide functional hearing if thresholds were 
maintained after implantation.

RESULTS
Percent of ears with hearing preservation, defined as post-operative 
250-Hz threshold ≤85 dB HL, at 3 post-operative intervals:

Initial Stimulation 6 Months 9 Months

n % n % n %

Subjects with 
preoperative 

250-Hz 
thresholds ≤ 85 
dB HL (n = 39)

32 43.8 20 30.0 13 30.8

Subjects with 
preoperative 

250-Hz 
thresholds ≤ 65 
dB HL (n = 16)

14 78.6 7 57.1 4 75.0

* Skarzynski et al., Acta Otolaryngologica Suppl 133:3-13, 2013. 
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